Online class as an emerging mode of education delivery has brought forth new opportunities and challenges on the face of traditional sit-in class. The opportunities are more obvious than the challenges. Compared to our old school format, the lack of a real human being standing in front of the class is the real game changer. The work reported in this article examines these issues.
Introduction
With the advent of computer technology and ease of getting internet access on this side of the digital divide where things can happen and are happening in terms of computer access, a lot of things have changed in the ways education is delivered. We do not necessarily have to have a physical classroom to hold a class anymore. Access to a formal classroom is at anyone's fingertip today as long as there is an access and reliable connectivity to the Internet, and the (Gulf Southwest -Midwest -North Midwest Sections) (Gulf Southwest -Midwest -North Midwest Sections) students. Regardless, the dynamics has changed.
Dynamics
Sometimes and at some venues, where education delivery takes more of a business form, or where the emphasis, knowingly or unknowingly, falls into bringing a large number of students, those too preferably with financial support from places other than the student's own pocket, an unintended dynamics may emerge. Those online classes tend to be taught mechanically, perhaps to free up more time to run several parallel classes. Such a venue will keep any interaction among the students and the teacher to a minimum, which brings an increase in efficiency but at the cost of engagement. In those classes, there would be a discussion thread where the students will have to post a message or two per week and there may be a few automated quiz that the students will have to take and then at the end of the term, there may be an automated quiz-like final or a proctored final. This painting of a typical online class in those circumstances may appear as being done with rather broad brush but the idea here is to capture the environment than precise details. We may not like to admit but we know there are classes where sometimes the pressure of dollar, henceforth, a desire to see a greater efficiency keeps the class activities sterile, simple, mechanical, and mono-chromatic. The interesting thing here is that some students may like such a situation, the instructor is somewhat aloof which gives them a freedom of detachment. At the same time, some instructors may be very happy to run a course without much personal involvement; the class runs its course, the semester is over, the instructor gets paid; the students receive a grade and during this entire process interaction among each other is kept to a minimum. We all need to think if this is what we envision of a practice that is conducive to true learning? In the lack of clear thinking, deep commitment, and meaningful purpose, sometimes, online teaching could be just a way to make few bucks on the side for some instructors or a quick (Gulf Southwest -Midwest -North Midwest Sections) © American Society for Engineering Education, 2015 4
and clever way to get a degree for some students.
Imparting knowledge to our students in any manner whether by running class online or otherwise involves changing the attitudes of the students at its deepest level. This author is proposing a mathematical formalism to address this issue. 
Mathematical Modeling
Our desire here is to realize that equation (1) captures our aspiration as an educator, meaning that the agent of change, Ō. will transform | si } to the desired | sf }. Here, we also see a new parameter, βif . The appendix at the end of this article goes in depth about βif. Also, more discussion of the mathematical properties of Tif is given in the appendix which is more of a prelude to a mathematical treatment of this subject matter but at the end of the day, the construct (Gulf Southwest -Midwest -North Midwest Sections) (Gulf Southwest -Midwest -North Midwest Sections)
This author is proposing a mathematical framework to express the transformation process of a student's attitude from an initial state, i to a desired final state, f. In this formalism, a state is represented by a letter, s with the appropriate subscript and then enclosed between a delimiter (a vertical line) on the left and a curly brace on the right as shown below:
|sinitial } or in short |si } (A.1)
By the application of an agent of change, which we will call as an Operator, Ō, the initial state may be changed to another state. If this new state is called, |sfinal } or in short, |sf }, we could express the action that took place here as:
This means that the operator, Ō acting on the initial state, |sinitial } produced a final state, |sfinal }This said action brought about a transformation, Tif (transformation from initial, i to final state, f) or written simply as T if the subscript is already understood. This transaction in the states may be expressed as:
In this formulation, the operator acts on the state to its right to produce the state shown on the left , where he has been working on developing algorithms to help detect skin cancer in its early stages by performing image analysis of skin legions for which he and his research colleagues have been rewarded a US patent. He is in the process of developing an inference engine which inputs a lesion image and outputs a recommendation for its remedy.
